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Space-charge-limited current in cylindrical diodes with finite-length emitter
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In the present paper we extend to two dimensions the classical Langmuir–Blodgett law, which
determines the maximum currentI LB that can be accelerated by a given voltage across two infinitely
long coaxial cylinders. Generalization of theI LB law is established by performing two-dimensional
2D particle-in-cell numerical experiments on a variety of cylindrical diode configurations with a
finite-length emitter. It is found that the limiting current in two dimensionsI 2D follows a
monotonically decreasing function of the emitter length-to-outer electrode radius ratioL/R as
expressed by the fitting functionI 2D /I LB5110.1536/(L/R)10.0183/(L/R)2 within 2.5% accuracy
for simulation data in which the ratio of the outer to inner radii exceeds 3. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1446876#
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The effect of space charge on the flow of charged p
ticles between two parallel electrodes in vacuum is of gr
importance in microwave electronics, crossed-field devic
and high-power diodes. In particular, if too much charge
injected into a gap, the resulting electric field becomes s
ficiently high to reflect the injected particles back to t
emitter, forming a virtual cathode. Limiting currents
vacuum diodes are classical subjects with early works da
back to the beginning of the last century when on
dimensional space-charge-limited flow solutions were
rived. Only for simple cases, however, such as plane par
plates, infinitely long coaxial cylinders, and concent
sphere there exist analytical solutions.1 For a planar gap with
gap separationD and gap voltageV, the maximum electron
current density in a space-charge-limited diode is given
the well-known Child–Langmuir law,2

j 5
4e0

9D2A2e

m
V3/2, ~1!

wheree andm are, respectively, the charge and the mass
the emitted particles, ande0 is the free space permittivity
Equation~1! is derived by assuming zero electron emiss
velocity and neglecting relativistic effects. Later an analy
cal solution for limiting current of relativistic electron flow
in the planar diode was found,3 but with the generalization o
Child–Langmuir law in two dimensions still remaining a fo
midable task analytically. So an alternative approach w
adopted, namely, the use of particle-in-cell~PIC! computer
simulation to investigate two-dimensional space-char
limited flow in a planar diode.4,5 About works on cylindrical
diodes, particle simulation method was successfully app
for studying the stability of divergent and convergent ele
tron flows in 1D cylindrical Pierce diode.6 Also numerical

a!Also at the Department of General Physics, Sofia University, 5,
Bourchier Blvd., Sofia-1164, Bulgaria.
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experiments were performed to examine electrical proper
of charged-particle flows in high-power cylindrical pinche
beam diode over a wide range of voltages.7

The electron flow between coaxial cylinders is anoth
important topic on beam formation theory, which has laid t
basis of many useful gun designs. High-power cylindric
diodes have also found application in cylindrical vircato8

and in high-resolution radiography sources.9 Again, as for
the planar diode, the specialized literature proposes no
lytical solutions for the space-charge-limited current in c
lindrical diodes, but in the idealized case of 1D rectiline
flow between long coaxial cylinders. The solution was giv
by Langmuir and Blodgett10 in terms of an infinite series to
calculate the relevant flow parameters. The space-cha
limited electron current per unit lengthJ1D at some radial
position r between two infinitely long coaxial cylinders is

J1D[
I LB

L
5

8pe0

9
A2e

m

V3/2

rb2 , ~2!

whereV is the potential at a given point, andb5 f (r /r c) is a
function expressed by the infinite series,

b5m2
2m2

5
1

11m3

120
2

47m4

3300
1¯ , with m5 ln

r

r c
.

Here r c denotes the radius of the emitting electrode. T
values ofb2 as a function ofr /r c for a cylindrical diode
were calculated with precision on the order of 1% and d
played in table10 and graphical7 formats.

In the present paper we deal with 2D PIC compu
simulation of space-charge-limited current in cylindrical d
odes by investigating how Lagmuir–Blodgett law is mod
fied when electrons are emitted only from a finite band o
the cathode. The simulation results reported here contrib
to enhance our understanding of the operation of a cylin
cal diode with a finite emitting band working at a low
voltage, low-current regime.

Unlike in the planar diode, the electron current betwe
coaxial cylinders depends on the polarity of the electrod
.

9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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i.e., on the direction of the electron flow. Electrons are em
ted from the negative cathode and collected at the an
which is usually grounded. If the internal electrode of a c
lindrical diode serves as cathode while the external cylin
is grounded, the electron flow goes radially outward~diver-
gent flow!. In the opposite case—anode inside the cathod
the electrons move inward and the electron flow is conv
gent. At the same accelerating voltage, both kinds of elec
flow in cylindrical diodes carry currents of different intens
ties, which in the one-dimensional limit~when the length of
coaxial electrodes significantly exceeds their radius! can be
calculated using formula~2! together with tabulated value
of b2.

To simulate two-dimensional space-charge-limited el
tron flow in cylindrical diode we used the PIC comput
codeKARAT.11 Numerical simulations proceeded in the ele
trostatic mode~the beam self-magnetic field is ignored! by
using a mesh size of 0.1 mm in radial direction and 0.2 m
in the axial direction with a time step of 0.33 ps. The sim
lation region consists of two 10-cm long, open-ended coa
cylinders with radiir andR. Herer denotes the radius of th
internal cylinder andR defines the radius of the extern
electrode. Both parametersr andR as well as the electrod
polarity were varied in the simulation. The cathode is bias
at a negative voltage of 1 kV while the anode is ground
The electrons are emitted from a finite band of lengthL (L
<5 cm) centered at the cathode midsection, as illustrate
Fig. 1.

Currently there exist three different techniques for mo
eling space-charge-limited~SCL! emission that give quite
similar results for the total SCL current in a planar diod5

For the purpose of our simulation we use the so-called o
injection method. The emission current in this model is
uniform over the emitter and made to increase linearly
time from zero to its nominal value for 1 ns after that it
kept constant during the simulation. The electrons are e
ted at the initial energy of 0.1 eV. If the injected curre
exceeds the true limiting current of the diode a virtual ca
ode will form. The method of overinjection requires a ser
of simulation in order to find the greatest value of the inje
tion current that does not lead to the formation of a virtu
cathode. Although the overinjection method has so
disadvantages—in that on the assumption of spatially u

FIG. 1. Schematic of cylindrical diode for PIC simulation with emitt
lengthL51.0 cm.
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form electron emission it misses the spikes in the curr
density at the beam edges, as is shown for a pla
diode5—this method provides useful estimates and can
easily applied for cylindrical geometry.

For each particular diode configuration~selectedr , R,
and electrode polarity! the simulation starts by specifying th
emitting bandL and a low injected currentI . Then the value
of current is gradually increased until a virtual cathode
formed. It is located near the cathode surface in the cente
the emitting band where the potential depression created
the space charge has a maximal value. The electric fiel
this point reverses direction reflecting the emitted electr
back to the emitter. The simulation proceeds by successi
lowering the injected current until no electron reflection o
curs ~this is detected by the lack of reflected particles at
cathode!. This value ofI /L—the maximal injected curren
per unit length without formation of a virtual cathode—
taken to be the 2D limiting current per unit length,J2D , of
the cylindrical diode. The results for two diode configur
tions ~r 50.1 cm,R51.0 cm andr 50.5 cm andR51.5 cm!
are shown in Fig. 2 where the injected current per unit len
is plotted as a function of the dimensionless variableL/R.
The diode critical currents for convergent and divergent el
tron flows monotonically increase with decreasing emiss
lengthL. The straight dashed lines on the right side of Fig
represent the classical 1D space-charge-limited currents
unit length. One can see that for both the diodes prese
the 2D limiting currents from the simulation closely a
proach the 1D theoretical limit given by~2! asL/R>5. This
result is confirmed for a variety of diode configurations a
nonrelativistic gap voltages.

To summarize the numerical data obtained for differe
diode configurations, the space-charge-limited currents
tained by the simulation are normalized to the correspond
1D classical limiting currents and the result versusL/R is
plotted in Fig. 3. This clearly demonstrates that for all p
rameters used the normalized current exhibits a general
havior, in principle, similar to that of the 2D planar diode.4,5

The normalized space-charge-limited current density i
monotonically decreasing function ofL/R, recovering the

FIG. 2. Space-charge-limited currents per unit length of the convergent
divergent electron flows as functions of the normalized emitter lengthL/R
for simulations withR/r 53.0 ~R51.5 cm andr 51.0 cm! and R/r 510.0
(R51.0 cm andr 50.1 cm!. The dashed lines on the right side of the curv
represent the corresponding 1D classical limits.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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1041Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 3, March 2002 Space-charge-limited current in cylindrical diodes . . .
classical 1D limiting current asL/R>5. For both aspect ra
tios, i.e.,R/r 53 andR/r 510, and over the simulated rang
0.2,L/R,5 the normalized numerical data for 2D spac
charge-limited current may be fitted empirically by a fun
tion of the single variableL/R,

I 2D

I LB
511

0.1536

L/R
1

0.0183

~L/R!2 , ~3!

to within 2.5% for all simulation data.
SinceJ1D , via the parameterb2, is a function ofR/r

@see Eq.~2!#, one could expect that the 2D space-char
limited current in cylindrical geometry will be a function o
two parameters—the normalized emitter lengthL/R and di-
ode aspect ratioR/r . However, as Fig. 3 shows over th
simulation rangeR/r from 3 to 10, the numerical data can b
well empirically fitted by a function of only one variabl
L/R. This result can be understood if we look at the valu
of b2, which for R/r .3 rapidly approach its asymptoti
value.1,7 However, for smaller ratios (R/r ,3) the behavior
of b2 drastically changes as it quickly decreases to zero
the fitting ~3! is no longer valid.

Further physical insight into 2-D features of the spa
charge-limited flow in the cylindrical diode is provided b
the axial distribution of the current per unit lengthI /L. In the
one-dimensional limit, the electron motion is considered
be rectilinear so the current density is uniform along
diode axis. However, in the case of a finite emitting band
beam expands in the transversal~to the field lines! direction
due to the effect of space charge such that the current de
distribution along the axis is no longer uniform. The to
beam current that reaches the anode in this case is obta
after integrating the current distribution function. Figure
shows typical distribution functions of the space-char
limited current per unit lengthI /L on the anode of cylindri-
cal diodes withR/r 510 for both kinds of electron flow~di-
vergent and convergent!. Roughly, the distribution function
has a trapezoidal shape with a maximal value that rises
increasing injected current until the 2D space-charge-lim
current is reached.

While having a trapezoidal-like shape with rounded c
ners, the current profiles in Figs. 4 show a maximal va

FIG. 3. Two-dimensional limiting current densityJ2D in units of the one-
dimensional Langmuir–Blodgett value. The symbols correspond to
simulation results and the curve represents the mean-square-root fittin
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that closely matches the 1D classical current per unit len
limit J1D . We emphasize that our simulations have de
with beams injected at zero initial velocity and accelera
through a magnetic-field-free gap; and on account of
beam spreading, the current density profiles are trapezo
like with maximal valueJ1D as allowed by one-dimensiona
theory. Were the beam immersed in a strong magnetic fi
then the corresponding current density profile would a
proach a rectangular profile with maximal value exceed
the classical 1D value; the total collected current, howev
would be virtually the same as that in the unconfined flo
This is equivalent to saying that the total current is virtua
independent of the external magnetic field B, but the curr
density profile depends on and correlates with B. In additi
by further increasing the injected current from the maxim
2D value, a virtual cathode develops and the axial curr
density distribution on the anode abruptly changes its sha
Indicative of virtual cathode formation at the center of t
cathode, an indentation appears in the middle of such a
rent distribution, with amplitude less than the 1D classi
limit J1D .

In summary, the one-dimensional Langmuir–Blodg
formula for the current limited by space charge between
axial cylinders is generalized to two dimensions via parti
simulation based on the overinjection method. The limiti
current of the cylindrical diode is found to be a monoton
cally decreasing function ofL/R. This function is examined

e

FIG. 4. The axial distribution of the space-charged-limited current densit
the anode of cylindrical diode withR/r 510.0 ~R51.0 cm, r 50.1 cm!. ~a!
L51.0 cm, and 0.16 A convergent electron flow, and~b! L52.0 cm, 1.0 A
divergent electron flow. The dashed line indicates the limiting current d
sitiesJ1D predicted by Eq.~2!. The location of the emitting bands is illus
trated by the hatched area.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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over a broad range of diode parameters and for conver
and divergent electron flows. The detailed investigation
the beam current per unit length collected at the anode d
onstrates that maximal values of the distribution functio
are those predicted by the 1D classical limit.
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